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Abstract Fractionally integrated vector autoregressive models allow to capture persistence
in time series data in a very flexible way. Additional flexibility for the short memory proper-
ties of the model can be attained by using the fractional lag operator of Johansen (2008) in
the vector autoregressive polynomial. However, it also makes maximum likelihood estimation
more difficult. In this paper we first identify parameter settings for univariate and bivariate
models that suffer from poor identification in finite samples and may therefore lead to esti-
mation problems. Second, we propose to investigate the extent of poor identification by using
expected log-likelihoods and variations thereof which are faster to simulate than multivari-
ate finite sample distributions of parameter estimates. Third, we provide a line of reasoning
that explains the finding from several univariate and bivariate simulation examples that the
two-step estimator suggested by Tschernig et al. (2010) can be more robust with respect to
estimating the deterministic components than the maximum likelihood estimator.
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1 Introduction
Fractionally integrated vector autoregressive (VAR) models have become a valuable extension
of VAR models with integer orders of integration. Recently, Tschernig et al. (2010) introduced
the fractional lag operator (see Johansen, 2008) into standard fractionally integrated VAR
models in order to avoid certain shortcomings in impulse response analysis under long-run
identification restrictions. The additional modeling flexibility due to the fractional lag operator,
however, makes maximum likelihood estimation more difficult, in particular if deterministic
components are included.
In this paper we first identify parameter settings for univariate and bivariate model ver-
sions that suffer from poor identification in finite samples and may therefore lead to estimation
problems. Second, we propose to investigate the extent of poor identification by use of expected
log-likelihoods and variations thereof which are faster to simulate than multivariate finite sam-
ple distributions of parameter estimates. Third, we provide a line of reasoning that explains
the finding from several univariate and bivariate simulation examples that the two-step es-
timator suggested by Tschernig et al. (2010) can be more robust with respect to estimating
the deterministic components than the maximum likelihood estimator. Within the maximum
likelihood approach the estimator of the deterministic components and its properties depend
on the simultaneously estimated fractional parameters. If the latter are subject to poor finite
sample identification, the deterministic components may be poorly estimated which adds to the
difficulties of estimating the fractional parameters. We therefore suggest to apply the two-step
estimator in practice.
Section 2 briefly presents fractionally integrated VAR models with a fractional lag operator
while Section 3 treats the maximum likelihood estimator for these models. In Section 4 we
discuss prominent cases of univariate data generating processes that may be prone to poor
identification. Section 5 explains how the expected log-likelihood and variations thereof allow
to visualize the magnitude of poor identification for a given data generating process. In Section
6 we show how the problem of poor identification worsens once deterministic components
have to be estimated as well. Finally, Section 7 extends the analysis to bivariate fractionally
integrated VAR processes with a fractional lag operator.
2
2 Fractionally integrated VARb models
In this section we consider fractional (vector) autoregressive processes with a fractional lag
operator and deterministic terms. Using the fractional difference operator
(1− L)d =
∞∑
j=0
Γ(j − d)
Γ(−d)Γ(j + 1)L
j ,
where Γ(·) denotes the gamma function, the fractional lag operator Lb is defined (see Johansen,
2008) as
Lb = 1− (1− L)b = c1L+ c2L2 + · · · with b > 0.
The degree of fractional integration b is required to be positive in order to guarantee that
applying the fractional lag operator does not change the degree of integration. For b = 1 one
obtains the standard lag operator L. A fractionally integrated k-variate vector autoregressive
process with fractional lag operator (FIVARb) process for xt is given by
A(Lb)∆(L,d)xt = ut, ut ∼WN(0,Σ), t = 1, 2, . . . (1a)
∆(L,d) := diag
(
(1− L)d1 , (1− L)d2 , . . . , (1− L)dk
)
. (1b)
Here the errors ut are multivariate white noise (WN) with mean zero and homoscedastic
covariance matrix Σ. For the pth-order vector autoregressive lag polynomial A(z) = I −
A1z − · · · −Apzp we require the stability condition of Johansen (2008, Corollary 6) to hold.
It provides a condition such that each element in the vector process ηt given by
A(Lb)ηt = ut, t = . . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , (2)
is I(0). The roots of |A(z)| = 0 have to be outside Cb, which is the image of the unit circle
under the mapping f : z 7→ 1 − (1 − z)b. This condition depends both on A(.) and on b and
can easily be checked once parameter values are given. Since z = 1 lies on Cb regardless of
the value of b, stability of the A(Lb) polynomial excludes the unit root case and also implies
nonsingularity of A(1).
Under the stability condition the parameter b adds some flexibility to the short-run prop-
erties of the process rather than having influence on the integration orders. For b = 1 one
obtains a standard fractionally integrated VAR process (e.g. Nielsen, 2004a). In the sequel
denote the parameter vector with all parameters of the model by θ ∈ ΘS where ΘS is the
parameter space that contains all parameters that fulfil the stability condition.
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2.1 Treatment of presample values
In order to obtain a solution to the process (1) for nonstationary xt we make use of the trun-
cated operator notation (Johansen, 2008, Appendices A.4, A.5). Let Π(L) denote an infinite
matrix polynomial and I(·) the indicator function. ThenΠ+(L)xt = I(t ≥ 1)
∑t−1
i=0Πixt−i and
Π−(L)xt = Π(L)xt−Π+(L)xt.1 Note also that Π+(L) can always be inverted by expanding
Π(z)−1 around zero and taking the first t terms.
The presample values xt, t = 0,−1, . . ., are not modeled although they are allowed to
be stochastic. Under mild conditions on the presample values, see e.g. Johansen and Nielsen
(2012a), an equivalent representation of the FIVARb process (1) is given by
A+(Lb)∆+(L,d)xt = ut +mt, t = 1, 2, . . . , (3)
mt = [A+(Lb)∆−(L,d) +A−(Lb)∆+(L,d) +A−(Lb)∆−(L,d)]xt
with its solution given by
xt = A+(Lb)
−1∆+(L,d)−1ut + µt, µt = A+(Lb)−1∆+(L,d)−1mt, (4)
where µt captures the impact of the presample values. Note that the forecast error impulse
responses Ψh for horizon h can be computed from the truncated lag polynomial Ψ+(L) =
A+(Lb)
−1∆+(L,d)−1, replacing in (4) t by t+ h.
2.2 Deterministic linear trends
The modeling of linear deterministic time trends is restricted to the sample of modeled data
by assuming that
yt =

ν0 + ν1t+ xt, if t ≥ 1,
xt if t ≤ 0.
(5)
Therefore, the FIVARb model with deterministic trends is given by
A(Lb)∆(L,d) (yt − ν0 − ν1t) = ut, t = 1, 2, . . . . (6)
1Note that for a product Π(L) = Φ(L)Θ(L) of VAR polynomials Φ(L), Θ(L) one has
Π+(L) = Φ+(L)Θ+(L),
Π−(L) = Φ+(L)Θ−(L) +Φ−(L)Θ+(L) +Φ−(L)Θ−(L).
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By explicitly stating the dependence on presample values one obtains the representations
A+(Lb)∆+(L,d)yt = ut +A+(Lb)∆+(L,d) (ν0 + ν1t) +mt, t = 1, 2, . . . , (7)
yt = A+(Lb)
−1∆+(L,d)−1ut + (ν0 + ν1t) + µt, t = 1, 2, . . . . (8)
If it is assumed that all presample values are zero, xt = 0, t ≤ 0, thenmt = µt = 0, t = 1, 2, . . ..
3 Maximum likelihood estimation
In the following we state the conditional maximum likelihood estimator for given presample
values xt, t = 0,−1, . . . , Tp. For brevity it is called maximum likelihood estimator throughout
the paper. Let α = vec (A1, . . . ,Ap) denote the vector of all VAR coefficients and Y =(
y−Tp , . . . ,y−1,y0,y1, . . . ,yT
)
the vector of observable presample and sample values. For an
observed time series, the maximum likelihood estimators for the general model (6) allowing for
deterministic trends is given by(
dˆ, bˆ, νˆ0, νˆ1, αˆ, Σˆ
)
= arg max
d,b,ν0,ν1,α,Σ
L(d, b,ν0,ν1,α,Σ;Y ), (9)
where the maximization is carried out over an appropriate parameter space. Further, we
assume normally distributed errors in order to derive the log-likelihood function explicitly:
L(d, b,ν0,ν1,α,Σ;Y ) =
−Tk
2
log 2pi − T
2
log |Σ| − 1
2
T∑
t=1
ut(d, b,ν0,ν1,α)
′Σ−1ut(d, b,ν0,ν1,α),
(10)
where ut(d, b,ν0,ν1,α) is obtained by rearranging (6) as
ut(d, b,ν0,ν1,α) = ∆(L,d) (yt − (ν0 + ν1t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
zt(d,ν0,ν1)
−A1 Lb∆(L,d) (yt − (ν0 + ν1t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
zt−1(d,b,ν0,ν1)
− · · · −Ap Lpb∆(L,d) (yt − (ν0 + ν1t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
zt−p(d,b,ν0,ν1)
, t = 1, 2, . . . .
(11)
Since zt(d,ν0,ν1) does not depend on α it follows from (11) that for given d, b, ν0, ν1 the
VAR coefficient matrices A1, . . . , Ap, if unrestricted, are obtained by least squares, regressing
zt(d,ν0,ν1) on zt−1(d, b,ν0,ν1), . . . ,zt−p(d, b,ν0,ν1). Together with concentrating out Σ this
simplifies the maximization considerably and leads to the concentrated log-likelihood
Lc(d, b,ν0,ν1;Y ) = −Tk
2
(log 2pi + 1)− 1
2
log
∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1
ut(d, b,ν0,ν1)ut(d, b,ν0,ν1)
′
∣∣∣∣∣ , (12)
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that can be maximized instead of (10). For example, in the bivariate case the maximization
of this concentrated log-likelihood function only requires a nonlinear optimization on seven
parameters independently of the VAR order p.
Available related asymptotic results are derived by Johansen and Nielsen (2012a) in a
framework of fractional cointegration under the assumption of no deterministic trends. While
in their setting identical dis are assumed, this does not imply that the individual fractional
orders of integration are identical due to the possibility of trivial cointegration with β = (1, 0)′.
However, we exclude the possibility of fractional cointegration by the stability restriction on
the VAR polynomial A(Lb). For the standard FIVAR model under the stability condition with
b = 1 asymptotic results are derived by Nielsen (2004a) and implied by Hualde and Robinson
(2011). It remains to be checked if Hualde and Robinson (2011) covers the FIVARb model for
b 6= 1 and zero presample values.
With respect to univariate processes the asymptotic behavior of the maximum likelihood
estimator (9) is investigated by Nielsen (2004b), who requires b = 1, a stable AR polynomial,
and zero presample values but allows for a deterministic trend, and by Johansen and Nielsen
(2010), who allow for nonzero presample values, b 6= 1 as well as for unit roots in the AR
polynomial. They exclude deterministic trends, however. Johansen and Nielsen (2012b) derive
the asymptotic second-order bias due to presample values for a pure univariate fractional
process ∆dxt = ut. With the exception of Johansen and Nielsen (2010) and Johansen and
Nielsen (2012a) all mentioned results require the A(Lb) polynomial to be stable.
4 Poor finite sample identification in case of univariate pro-
cesses
It is well known that parameter estimation may be more difficult if the parameter values of
the data generating process are close to the boundary of the parameter space where all or
some parameters are not identified. To give an example, let the data generating process be a
smooth transition autoregressive process that is very close to a linear autoregressive process.
Since the parameters of a smooth transition autoregressive model are not identified if the data
generating process is in fact linear, a weak nonlinear structure may not be detectable in many
samples such that estimation takes place as if parameters are not identified.
Another well known example are common roots in ARMA(p, q) models. If the true orders
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are p0 and q0, then estimating an ARMA(p0+1, q0+1) model suffers from common roots which
causes the parameters of the model to be not identified. In contrast to the previous example
where a weak nonlinear structure in the data generating process causes estimation problems,
it is too large a model order in the latter example.
When estimating FIVARb processes similar scenarios may occur where the order of the
autoregressive polynomial is too large, p > p0:
a) p0 = 0 and p = 1: Assume that the data generating process is a univariate white noise
but a univariate FIVARb model of order one is fitted,
(1− a1Lb)∆dxt = ut, ut ∼WN(0, σ2), t = 1, 2, . . . . (13)
This model will henceforth be called a FARb model of order one.
i) Inserting the true parameter values a1,0 = 0 and d0 into the lag polynomials delivers
(1− 0Lb)∆d0 = ∆d0 so that b can take any positive value. Thus, b is not identified
but d is.
ii) However, one may also insert a1,0 = 1. Then (1 − Lb)∆d = ∆b+d which has to be
equal to ∆d0 . Then there is a continuum of combinations for b and d for which
b+ d = d0 holds.
b) p0 = 1 and p = 2: Since (1 − a1Lb − a2L2b)∆d = (1 − λ1Lb)(1 − λ2Lb)∆d, inserting the
true parameters 0 < a1,0 < 1, b0 > 0, and d0 > 0 into a FARb model with order 2 delivers
two representations using λ1 = a1,0:
i) λ2 = 0 and thus a2 = 0, being equivalent to a FARb model of order one.
ii) λ2 = 1. Then
(1− a1,0Lb0)∆d0 = (1− a1,0Lb0)∆b0∆d0−b0 = (1− a1,0Lb0)(1− 1Lb0)∆d0−b0
= (1− a1Lb0 − a2L2b0)∆d0−b0
where a1 = a1,0 + 1, a2 = −a1,0.
Note that in ii) the stability condition is violated since λ2 = 1. In contrast to Case a),
the parameters for each scenario are locally identified but not globally. Thus, one may
expect the log-likelihood to be bimodal.
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Even if the parameters are identified, they may be close to the boundary of (partial) non-
identification. Assuming p0 = 1 and 0 < a1,0 < 1 such that the stability condition holds, it can
still happen that the sample information is not sufficient to keep the estimate of a1 reasonably
far away from zero so that an identification problem may result in finite samples, resembling
case a) i) above. Similarly, if a1,0 is smaller than unity but not distinguishable from one in a
finite sample, then
d = d0 + b0 − b (14)
gives the approximate locations of estimated d and b. Only d + b is appropriately identified.
We call these scenarios poor finite sample identification.
For higher order FARb models, p ≥ 1, poor finite sample identification may also result
from the possibility that an estimate of b is close to zero. Then one has
ajL
j
b0
= aj
(
1− (1− L)b0
)
≈ 0 (15)
independently of the value of aj . Therefore, if a DGP that is white noise is modeled by a FARb
process with order p, the AR parameters aj , j = 1, 2, . . . , p are poorly identified for values of
b close to zero. Hence also for this reason it is important to aim at using correct lag orders.
Depending on the purpose of the model, poor finite sample identification may or may not
be harmful. If one is interested in the long-run dynamics implied by the degree of integration,
then it can be very problematic. As an example, compare the degree of integration implied by
a process with a1 close to one to the case a1 = 1 for identical d0 and b0: while the former is
an I(d0) process, the latter is an I(d0 + b0) process.
Whether poor finite sample identification is an issue for a given sample may be checked
by investigating the log-likelihood function on the relevant range of the parameters of interest.
For the FARb model (13) of order one, one may plot the concentrated log-likelihood on a grid
for d and b and visually check whether there are two peaks or mountain ridges that indicate
poor finite sample identification.
In case one wants to check the potential of poor finite sample identification prior to
sampling, one may simply “average” the log-likelihood function (10) over possible samples by
taking expectations of the log-likelihood function at the true parameter vector. This delivers
the expected log-likelihood function (16) further described in the next section.
Finally, if the true parameters are far enough away from the boundary of (partial) non-
identification, poor finite sample identification should not be a major issue. Thus, in case of the
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FARb model (13), one may expect reasonable finite sample identification in case of a1,0 = 0.6.
5 Visualizing the expected log-likelihood
In the previous section it was argued that poor finite sample identification may be checked
without referring to any sample by investigating the expected log-likelihood function. This
suggestion differs from the commonly used method for investigating finite sample estimation
properties by simulating the finite sample distribution of θˆ. The expected likelihood computa-
tions take into account additional information about the shape of possible likelihood functions
away from their maxima. Additionally, when jointly considering more than two parameters, the
expected likelihood can be simulated faster than the joint density of the parameter estimator.
5.1 The expected log-likelihood
Let E0[·] indicate that the expectation is taken with respect to the data generating process.
Then the expected log-likelihood is given by
E0 [L(θ;Y )] =
∫
log f (Y ;θ) f (Y ;θ0) dY . (16)
Note that θ0 may not be unique without the restriction θ0 ∈ ΘS .
Plotting contour lines or surfaces of the expected log-likelihood (16) is only possible if θ
is of length l = 2. One way to deal with the case l > 2 is to split the (l × 1) vector θ into a
(2× 1) vector θI that contains the two parameters of interest and a ((l− 2)× 1) vector θII of
all other parameters and then maximize (16) with respect to θII :
E0 [L(θI ,θ
m
II (θI);Y )] , where θ
m
II (θI) = arg max
θII
E0 [L(θI ,θII ;Y )] . (17)
For the univariate FARb process (13) one may define θI = (d1, b)
′ and θII =
(
d2, a1, σ
2
)′
.
If a concentrated log-likelihood is available, it may be preferable to consider the expected
concentrated log-likelihood. If θII can be concentrated out completely, the expected concen-
trated log-likelihood is defined by
E0
[
L
(
θI , θˆII(θI ;Y );Y
)]
(18)
through concentrating
θˆII(θI ;Y ) = arg max
θII
L (θI ,θII ;Y ) . (19)
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Considering the expected concentrated log-likelihood allows to study the indirect effects that
estimating θII has on the estimation of θI , while such indirect effects are ignored in the
maximization approach (17). Further, one may use (18) to compare various estimators for
θˆII(Y ) with respect to their influence on the estimation problem of θI . If an alternative
estimator to (19) is used, then one obtains different objective functions for the estimation of
θI which can be compared.
Finally one may combine both approaches by concentrating out some parameters of θII
while taking the maximum with respect to the remaining ones. As an example with respect to
(10) one may define θI = (d1, b)
′, θII = d2, and θIII = (vec(A)′,ν ′0,ν ′1, vech(Σ)′)
′. Then the
expected concentrated log-likelihood depending on θI is given by
E0
[
L
(
θI ,θ
m
II (θI), θˆIII(θI ,θ
m
II (θI ;Y );Y
)]
(20)
through concentrating
θˆIII(θI ,θII ;Y ) = arg max
θIII
L (θI ,θII ,θIII ;Y )
and ’optimizing out’
θmII (θI) = arg max
θII
E0
[
L
(
θI ,θII , θˆIII(θI ,θII ;Y );Y
)]
.
5.2 Expected concentrated log-likelihoods for FARb processes of order one
In this section we use simulations to compute the expected concentrated log-likelihoods for
various FARb processes (13) of order one. We choose d0 = b0 = 0.8 and consider a1,0 =
0.1, 0.6, 0.9. For given θI = (d, b)
′ and θII = (a1, σ2)′ the concentrated log-likelihood is easily
computed as described in Section 3. In order to approximate the expected concentrated log-
likelihood (18) we draw 100 realizations for given d and b. For obtaining contour plots we vary
the parameters d ∈ [−1, 1.5] and b = [0.02, 1.5] using grids with step size of 0.02.
The magnitude of poor finite sample identification of d and b is visualized by the shape
and size of the area with the largest values of the expected concentrated log-likelihood, which
can well be seen from a plot with contour lines. For sample size T = 250 and a1,0 = 0.9 the
contour lines of the expected concentrated log-likelihood are shown in the top panel of Figure
1. If a1,0 were exactly 1, one would expect from (14) that the location of the largest values of
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the expected concentrated log-likelihood is described by dˆ ≈ d0 + b0 − bˆ = 1.6 − bˆ. From the
top panel of Figure 1 it is seen that by letting a1,0 deviate slightly from one, this location is
shifted somewhat to dˆ ≈ 1.8− bˆ.
As argued in Section 4, poor identification in small samples is less of a problem if a1,0 is
neither close to zero nor to one, say a1,0 = 0.6, as can be seen from the middle panel of Figure
1. The lower panel of Figure 1 shows that the poor finite sample identification issue is again
prominent if a1,0 = 0.1 and thus close to zero. From Case a) ii) in Section 4 it follows that
if a1 were exactly zero, bˆ can float arbitrarily while dˆ ≈ 0.8. This explains the upper ridge if
a1 is estimated close to zero. The lower ridge is explained by estimates a1 ≈ 1 leading to a
negative trade-off between d and b.
6 Dealing with deterministic trends
In this section we investigate why the problem of poor finite sample identification worsens
if deterministic trends are allowed in the model. In order to estimate the parameters of the
FIVARb model (6) with linear trends one may use the maximum likelihood estimator based
on (10) in Section 3. In the following we provide arguments and a few simulation results that
a two-step estimation is more robust.
6.1 Pitfalls in the maximum likelihood estimation
One may rewrite (6) so that ν0 and ν1 can be estimated by least squares if all the other
parameters d, b, and α are given:
A(Lb)∆(L,d)yt = A+(Lb)∆+(L,d) 1 ν0 +A+(Lb)∆+(L,d) t ν1 + ut, t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
(21)
Therefore the estimates of the deterministic components are influenced by both the long mem-
ory parameters d and the parameters α and b determining the I(0) dynamics. As a conse-
quence, if one of the cases investigated in Sections 4 and 5.2 occurs where for a given sample
size and DGP only d+ b is well identified while d and b are not, b may be estimated too large
and d too small. To see the possible implications, consider a univariate DGP with d0 = 1,
ν0,0 6= 0, ν1,0 = 0, and a1,0 close to one. Suppose dˆ takes the true value d0 = 1, then the
regression for estimating ν0 and ν1 corresponding to (21) is
(1− a1Lb)∆yt = (1− a1Lb)I(t = 1) ν0 + (1− a1Lb)I(t ≥ 1) ν1 + ut, t = 1, 2, . . . , T. (22)
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Then ν0 is estimated from only one observation, t = 1, and Var(νˆ0) <∞ for T →∞. This is
not problematic as the impact of the estimated ν0 vanishes with growing sample size.
Due to poor finite sample information a1 may be estimated close to one. Since for a1,0 = 1,
only d + b is identified by (14), dˆ may be close to zero and bˆ close to 1 + b0. Then, setting
d = 0, no (fractional) differences are taken and the errors in
(1− a1Lb)yt = (1− a1Lb)I(t ≥ 1) ν0 + (1− a1Lb)tI(t ≥ 1) ν1 + ut, t = 1, 2, . . . , T (23)
exhibit a unit root. In this case it can be shown that Var(νˆ0) increases with sample size T .
Then, the estimate of ν0 can be expected to remain influential. Thus, the implicit estimation
properties for ν0 and its impact on the other estimates crucially depend on the d estimate. It
can be shown that this also holds for the ν1 estimate.
Such difficulties due to a grossly wrong d estimates can be avoided if the poor finite
sample identification problem is circumvented when estimating ν0 and ν1. To achieve this, we
invert A(Lb) in (21), which is always possible if the stability condition holds, and consider the
regression
∆(L,d)yt = ∆+(L,d) 1 ν0 +∆+(L,d)t ν1 + εt, t = 1, 2, . . . , T, (24)
where the errors εt = A(Lb)
−1ut are autocorrelated but I(0). In this regression b does neither
enter the regressand nor the regressor. Using the regression (24) works since the regressors are
deterministic and therefore the autocorrelated errors do not matter much for estimating ν0
and ν1. Therefore, estimating the parameters of the deterministic terms on basis of (24) only
requires knowledge of d which can be estimated by some semiparametric estimator that does
not suffer from the finite sample identification problems. This leads directly to the two-step
estimator described next.
6.2 Two-step estimation
Within the two-step estimation procedure, the deterministic components are estimated in the
first step. In the second step the log-likelihood function is maximized after replacing the
deterministic components by their estimates from the first step.
The first step involves running the regression (24). This amounts to computing the least
12
squares estimator from
(1− L)dsys,t = (1− L)ds+ 1 ν0,s + (1− L)ds+ t ν1,s + εs,t,
s = 1, 2, . . . , k, t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
(25)
We obtain the following two-step estimator suggested by Tschernig et al. (2010):
First step:
• For each series s = 1, 2, . . . , k estimate the memory parameter ds with the semipara-
metric exact local Whittle estimator of Shimotsu (2010) that allows for deterministic
trends.
• In order to obtain ν˜0,s and ν˜1,s, run the regression (25) after taking fractional dif-
ferences based on the d˜s estimate. Do this for s = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Second step: Maximize the log-likelihood function (10) with ν0 = ν˜0 and ν1 = ν˜1.
Note that in the bivariate case the nonlinear optimization in the second step only includes the
three parameters d1, d2, b.
6.3 Expected concentrated log-likelihoods for FARb processes of order one
with deterministic trends
We consider the same three DGPs as in Section 5.2 but estimate a FARb model allowing for a
deterministic trend. Figures 2, 4, and 6 display the contour lines of the expected concentrated
log-likelihood where the maximum likelihood estimator is used for concentrating out ν0 and
ν1. Figures 3, 5, and 7 display the contour lines of the expected concentrated log-likelihood
where the two-step estimator of Section 6.2 is used for estimating the deterministic terms.
Comparing the contour lines of both estimators for a1,0 = 0.9 in Figures 2 and 3 shows that
the region of highest expected concentrated log-likelihood is closer to the true values for the
two-step estimator than for the maximum likelihood estimator as conjectured in the previous
subsection. For the other FARb with a1,0 = 0.1 whose estimation may also suffer from poor
finite sample identification (close to Case a) in Section 4), the maximum likelihood estimator
in Figure 6 is even more off in comparison to the two-step estimator in Figure 7. Even for
the case of a1,0 = 0.6 which shows the least finite sample identification problems in case
of no deterministic component the two-step procedure seems superior as can be seen from
comparing Figures 4 and 5. When comparing the contour lines from the two-step procedure
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with the results in case of known deterministic terms one observes that estimating deterministic
components is costly since the regions of highest expected concentrated log-likelihood no longer
include the true parameters.
In order to check whether the identification problem really depends on the sample size
we also computed the expected concentrated log-likelihoods for the FARb with a1,0 = 0.9 for
sample size T = 1000. Now both estimation procedures work much better as can be seen from
Figures 8 and 9 although the two-step concentrated likelihood still shows a higher curvature.
In sum, the two-step estimator works better as was expected from the reasoning in Sections 6.1
and 6.2. It remains to be investigated how these findings carry over to the bivariate FIVARb
model (6) which is done next.
7 Poor finite sample identification in bivariate FIVARb pro-
cesses
In this section we consider the FIVARb processes (1) and (6).
7.1 Processes with poor finite sample identification
If the bivariate DGP has a diagonal VAR coefficient matrixI −
λ1 0
0 λ2
Lb
(1− L)d1 0
0 (1− L)d2
xt = ut, t = 1, 2, . . . , (26)
then maximizing the likelihood can be expected to be close although not identical to maximizing
the likelihood of each univariate series. The latter generally deviates from the joint estimation
since b is estimated for each series separately. If d and b are known, both estimators coincide.
However, since b is identical across the individual series, one eigenvalue neither being close to
one nor zero should help to estimate b sufficiently well so that the other eigenvalue does no
longer cause problems even if it is close to one or zero.
For this reason, we expect estimation problems from poor finite sample identification if
neither individual process helps to determine b and we expect that such a FIVARb process
inherits the poor finite sample identification problems from the individual FARb processes. In
the following we will investigate processes (26) with λ = λ1 = λ2.
Since λ is the eigenvalue (with multiplicity 2) of the autoregressive parameter matrix A, it
is interesting to investigate whether the poor finite sample identification problems diminish once
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dependence between the two processes through the autoregressive polynomial is introduced
while keeping the eigenvalue λ constant. In order to obtain a matrix A that exhibits the
same eigenvalue but nonzero off-diagonal elements we apply the Jordan decomposition for real
matrices (Lu¨tkepohl, 1996, Section 6.2.1 (2)). Using a nonsingular J = ( a cb d ), a (2× 2) matrix
A with one eigenvalue λ can be written as
A = J
λ 1
0 λ
J−1 =
λ− acad−bc a2ad−bc
− c2ad−bc λ+ acad−bc
 . (27)
We conjecture that the poor finite sample identification problems diminish for a common
eigenvalue λ once the dependence between the two processes is increased through off-diagonal
elements in A. We also conjecture that the impact of these problems matters more for the
maximum likelihood estimator than for the two-step estimator like in the univariate case. In
order to check these claims we investigate the expected concentrated log-likelihood functions
for two DGPs next.
7.2 Expected concentrated log-likelihoods for FIVARb processes of order
one
All DGPs considered have normally distributed errors with Σ0 = ( 1 0.50.5 1 ) , no deterministic
trend, ν0,0 = ν1,0 = 0, and zero presample values. To check the claim that identical eigenvalues
close to one without autoregressive dependence pose problems we consider:
DGPdiag the diagonal process (26) with d1,0 = b0 = 0.8 and d2,0 = 1.8. The fractional
parameter values resemble values that were estimated by Tschernig et al. (2010) for US
real GDP and price data.
In order to investigate the effect of autoregressive dependence, we choose J in (27) such that
the correlation between y1t and y2t is about -0.5 when Σ = I. This is the case for J0 =
(
1 −1
1 1
)
.
This delivers the following DGP:
DGPdepI −
λ+ 12 +12
−12 λ− 12
L0.8
(1− L)0.8 0
0 (1− L)1.8
xt = ut, t = 1, 2, . . . (28)
Suppose that there are now three parameters of interest: d1, d2 and b. For computing the
expected log-likelihoods we first concentrate out all parameters except those three and then
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plot contour lines where we take the maximum of the expected concentrated log-likelihood
with respect to the third parameter. As an example choose in (20) θI = (d1, b)
′, θII = d2, and
θIII = (α
′,ν ′0,ν ′1, vech(Σ)′)
′.
We first discuss the results of the diagonal DGPdiag. If no deterministic components are
estimated, Figure 10 shows that the true parameters are close to the point of highest expected
concentrated log-likelihood. Once deterministic components are allowed for in the estimation
model, this is no longer the case for the maximum likelihood estimator as can be seen from the
left column in Figure 11. In contrast, the two-step estimator still delivers reasonable results.
This finding supports the reasoning of Section 7.1.
If dynamic spill-overs between the series are present as in the DGPdep, then it turns out
from inspecting Figures 12 and 13 (for estimation without and with deterministic components,
respectively) that the weak finite sample identification problem is less pronounced than in the
diagonal case although b seems to be estimable less precisely than d1 and d2. Notably different
effects of the estimators for the deterministic terms are not present in Figure 13.
8 Conclusion
We discussed finite sample estimation properties of fractionally integrated VAR models where
high flexibility is introduced through the fractional lag operator and deterministic trends.
We identify situations where identification may be poor in finite samples and verify these
claims by plotting expected (concentrated) likelihoods. Deterministic trends aggravate the
problems. A two-step estimator helps to circumvent at least part of the flaws which are
faced if the maximum likelihood estimator is used. Subsequent work may be concerned with
the asymptotic properties of the estimators. As a general recommendation, future empirical
results using fractionally integrated time series techniques should be checked with respect to
finite sample identification issues both to assess robustness of the results and to support an
appropriate estimator choice.
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Figure 1: The expected concentrated log-likelihood function for a FAR0.8 process (13) with
250 observations, d = 0.8 and a1 = 0.9 (above), a1 = 0.6 (middle) and a1 = 0.1 (below)18
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Figure 2: The expected concentrated log-likelihood function with estimated deterministic trend
for a FAR0.8 process (13) with d = 0.8 and a1 = 0.9 with 250 observations.
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Figure 4: The expected concentrated log-likelihood function with estimated deterministic trend
for a FAR0.8 process (13) with d = 0.8 and a1 = 0.6 with 250 observations.
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Figure 6: The expected concentrated log-likelihood function with estimated deterministic trend
for a FAR0.8 process (13) with d = 0.8 and a1 = 0.1 with 250 observations.
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Figure 10: The expected concentrated log-likelihood function for the FIVAR0.8 process DG-
Pdiag (26) with d1 = 0.8, d2 = 1.8 and a1 = 0.8 with 250 observations.23
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Figure 11: Left column: The expected concentrated log-likelihood function with estimated
deterministic trends. Right column: expected concentrated two-step approximate log-
likelihood function with estimated deterministic trends. Each for the FIVAR0.8 process DG-
Pdiag (26) with d1 = 0.8, d2 = 1.8 and a1 = 0.8 with 250 observations.24
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Figure 12: The expected concentrated log-likelihood function for the FIVAR0.8 process DG-
Pdep (28) with d1 = 0.8, d2 = 1.8 and λ = 0.8 but autoregressive dependence with 250
observations.
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Figure 13: Left column: The expected concentrated log-likelihood function with estimated
deterministic trends. Right column: expected concentrated two-step approximate log-
likelihood function with estimated deterministic trends. Each for the FIVAR0.8 process DG-
Pdep (28) with d1 = 0.8, d2 = 1.8 and λ = 0.8 but autoregressive dependence with 250
observations.
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